THE BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE:

California Dreaming

In last week’s Business Perspective, I wrote about my visions for the future of Los Angeles.

In light of the efforts in the State Capitol to place a series of infrastructure bonds on the state ballot beginning this June, I want to focus this week on my vision for the state.

Fiscal Stability: Although government is not a business, the state must be run with business owners’ acumen and techniques so that expenditures do not exceed revenues. That situation is only allowable in the short-term, with clear recovery plans—and we must not dig holes so deep that recovery is impossible. Like a business, the state should invest capital in the future, as lawmakers are proposing to do now with our infrastructure. Meanwhile, we must curb spending until reliable streams of revenue are generated; preferably through economic development, as opposed to a package of new taxes.

Competitiveness: Recognizing that the cost of living—and expectations of government services—in California is among the highest in the nation, policymakers must take into account how new proposals and legislation impact our ability to recruit employers and new taxpayers to our state and retain existing businesses. One of our neighbors has no sales tax (Oregon) and another has no personal income tax (Nevada), but California has some of the most “taxing” employer mandates. Workers’ compensation costs are again stable, but still considerably higher than other states. Health care and legal costs continue to rise. California must do more to rein in the costs of doing business and regain our image as the place business can thrive.

Education: Nothing is more critical to restoring our competitiveness than dramatic improvement to public education. We need to prepare our children to better function in our dynamic economy and participate in our democracy. Our education system was once the pride of our state—and our nation; it is shameful that we have let our achievement levels drop this far. From developing small schools and small learning communities to reforming the control unions have on our schools to involving parents in their children’s education, we must resolve to once again place California’s educational system at the top, and do everything we can to produce the workers our industries need for the 21st century.

Fair Share: There is no excuse for the fact that California gets only 79 cents back on each tax dollar we send to Washington, D.C.—a $50 billion loss last year. There are recent signs of improvement, but our Congressional delegation must work more closely to secure L.A.’s fair share and develop consensus on where such allocations should be invested. And state and local officials must do more in Washington, too. Just think how much $50 billion a year impacts our economy in terms of education, health care, public safety and transportation.

International Trade: With the world’s most diverse economy and our proximity to strategic trading partners in Asia and Central America, our region’s future is directly tied to international trade opportunities. We need our local officials to spend more time abroad with our local businesses to open doors. Other countries want our airplanes and our produce, and we want their electronics and apparel. We cannot let this opportunity pass us by.

Housing: As our state’s population is the highest in the country—
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Next week, I’ll begin to address pending legislation to fix—and to build—our infrastructure.

And that’s The Business Perspective.

Russell J. Hammer  
President & CEO  
Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce